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MARY ELLEN ARTHUR, EXCALIBUR CAVALIERS 

 

Thank you, COTW, for inviting me to judge again.  This was a small show but loaded with 

quality and I was very happy to be able to award points to many worthy Cavaliers.  Many thanks 

to the show committee and my stewards for doing such a great job and making me feel so 

welcome. 

Mary Ellen Arthur 

DOGS 

JUNIOR PUPPY DOG (3) 

1.  KENDALL KASTLE LOVE IS IN THE HEIR (Ogle) This 8 month old Blenheim 

has lovely bone and solid construction.  He is well balanced and has positive movement.  

He has large dark eyes, rich chestnut color and he is my BEST PUPPY DOG AND 

BEST PUPPY IN SHOW. 

2. FORESTCREEK PIANO (Cline) This 6 month old Blenheim is a bit lighter in color 

and smaller than the winner.  He is pretty and a sassy boy with lots of coat for his age. 

3. MINGCHEN YUKON RIVER AT HIGH FLIGHT (Parris/Parris) Lighter boned 

Blenheim of 6 months.  He has good chestnut color and a longer neck, lacks confidence 

today. 

GRADUATE PUPPY DOG (2) 

1. INTRYNZIK LOLLIEGAG (Goodwin/Goodwin) In spite of having an unfortunate 

mishap in the ring, this 13 month old blenheim recovered well and showed himself to be 

worthy of becoming my WINNERS DOG, RESERVE BEST IN SHOW AND 

BEST OF OPPOSITE SEX TO BEST IN SHOW.  In addition to a handsome, 

appealing face, he is well balanced with good angles, a level topline and excellent 

movement.   

2. GRANASIL STRUDEL OF SUMARA (Gentil) This black and tan has a nice outline, 

pretty eyes and good angles.  A bit too proud of his tail today. 

AMERICAN BRED DOG (5) 



1. FORESTCREEK JAZZFEST (Goodwin/Cline) A well-conditioned, solid Blenheim 

with dark eyes and pigment and rich chestnut color.  He moves well, with lots of reach 

and drive and is happy to be in the ring.  He is my RESERVE WINNERS DOG.   

2. NIGHTINGALE HEART OF GOLD (Weeks/Weeks) This is a happy Blenheim with 

lots of plush on his lips.  He has a short back and good tailset. 

3. NIGHTHAWK GAME CHANGER (Crail/Mitchell) Bright white with rich dark 

chestnut, this is a well-balanced Blenheim with a good topline.  Darker eyes would be 

desirable. 

4. ORCHARDHILL AUSPICIOUS AT TUDORR, JW (Mixon/Mixon) This Blenheim 

has a longer back and lighter bone.  He has a nice neck crest but a slight dip in his topline 

today.   He shows well and is happy in the ring. 

SPECIAL LIMIT BLENHEIM DOG (1) 

1. FORESTCREEK IM THE MAN (Cline/Cline/Cline) This boy holds a level topline at 

all times and has excellent tail carriage.  He is well balanced with good angulation.  A 

good show dog who works well with his handler.  I gave him my second AWARD OF 

MERIT. 

SPECIAL LIMIT RUBY DOG (1) 

1. BROOKHAVEN CATCHING FIRE, JW (Ayers/Martz) Attentive and happy, this 

light color ruby has a short muzzle and a level topline while stacking but a bit off on the 

move. BEST RUBY DOG 

SPECIAL LIMIT BLACK AND TAN DOG (1) 

1. INTRYNZIK SAUVIGNON (Goodwin/Cook) This boy was too proud of his tail today 

and moving a bit close in the rear.  He has a very shiny coat, good head shape and level 

topline. 

OPEN DOG (2) 

1. CH & ENG CH PASCAVALE HAIDEN, AW (Cline) Lots to like about this almost 3 

year old Blenheim.  Rich chestnut color, dark pigment, well balanced, good bone 

structure and easy movement.  Not showing as much animation as I would like to see, but 

he still gets my first AOM. 

2. CH FORESTCREEK MAJOR TOM, JW (Cline/Cline) Shorter legs and a longer body 

did not help movement.  He has a handsome face with lots of plush and lots of dark 

pigment and eyes. 

BITCHES 



JUNIOR PUPPY BITCH (1) 

1. INTRYNZIK VAUGHN THIBAULT (Thibault/Goodwin) Rich chestnut coloring on a 

bright white background, this sweet blenheim baby of 6 months was showing a bit out at 

the elbow.  BEST PUPPY BITCH 

GRADUATE PUPPY BITCH (4) 

1. AUTUMNHILL I LOVE TROUBLE (Parente) This Blenheim has beautiful 

movement, is well balanced with a lovely neck crest, level topline and correct tail 

carriage.  Her coat is in excellent condition. 

2. CHADWICK HALO SPOT AT INTRYNZIK (Goodwin/Goodwin) Another good 

moving Blenheim with a nice shape and pretty, feminine face. 

3. STARMACR BLUE LAGOON (Hooper) Finally a tricolor!  Small with good 

angulation and lovely, bright white with rich black and tan in the right places.  Very 

attentive to her handler.  BEST TRICOLOR IN SHOW 

4. EVERA TRUE GEORGIA ON MY MIND (Fulbright) Petite Blenheim, a bit long in 

the loin and shy.  More ring experience is in order. 

BRED BY EXHIBITOR BITCH (1) 

1. CH INTRYNZIK DANCED ALL NIGHT (Goodwin) A well-made ruby with a nice 

topline and good tail carriage.  Her eyes are a bit light, but expressive and she shows 

herself off well. 

JUNIOR AMERICAN BRED BITCH (1) 

1. TASSAJARA SOME BUNNY LOVES ME (Seidman/Seidman-McDonnell) This is a 

captivating year old Blenheim who convinced me she deserved to be RESERVE 

WINNERS BITCH with her lovely form, fluid movement coming and going, dark 

expressive eyes and charming personality. 

AMERICAN BRED BITCH (4) 

1. JUST MY CUP OF TEA OF GLENELLEN (Murphy) Well-made Blenheim with a 

pretty face, dark eyes and a level topline.   Moved well and was awarded the SECOND 

AOM. 

2. NIGHTHAWK GOIN BACK TO CALI (Morigi/Mitchell) Squarely built Blenheim 

with rich chestnut coloring on a bright white background.  Nice dark eyes and pigment. 

3. COBRNIK WHAT A WONDERFUL WORLD (Cook) This black and tan was just not 

happy to be here today and did not want to walk.  She is solidly built with a level topline 

and nice neck crest.  BEST BLACK AND TAN BITCH 



4. FORESTCREEK IMAGINE ME (Cline/Brady) Smallish, shy Blenheim with light 

eyes, Not happy at all today. 

SPECIAL LIMIT BLENHEIM BITCH (4) 

1. SORELLA BROOKHAVEN TRINITY, JW (Ayers) My first AOM went to this 

lovely, well-balanced Blenheim with a short muzzle, dark eyes and good dark pigment.  

She is a well-trained showgirl in great condition. 

2. SHERAH PERFECTLY WICKED (Crommet) Smaller than the winner, this Blenheim 

has dark chestnut, very dark eyes and nose pigment as well as a nice outline. 

3. BENCHMARK YOURS TRULY (Hoorman) Longer body and longer stride than the 

others.  Would like to see more fill in the face. 

4. CHIYODA ANGELS DREAM (Lemon) Cobby little girl, not moving well today.  

Lovely large, dark eyes. 

SPECIAL LIMIT RUBY BITCH (2) 

1. GRANASIL FLORENTINE OF SUMARA, JW, MP (Gentil) Well balanced ruby with 

a great outline, good muscle tone who held a level topline at all times as she glided 

around the ring.  BEST RUBY BITCH, BEST RUBY IN SHOW 

2. INTRYNZIK HOCUS POCUS (Burdick/Goodwin/Goodwin) In season which is 

probably the reason for her stiff rear assembly.  Good rich color, but not moving well 

today. 

SPECIAL LIMIT BLACK AND TAN BITCH (1) 

1. BROOKHAVEN FIDDLE-DEE-DEE AT BEARIVER (Toepfer/Ayers/Martz) This 

one was not happy today, except for her tail, which spoiled her otherwise nice outline.   

OPEN BITCH (4)  

1. CH SORELLA HERE COMES CHLOE, JW (Green) The first word that came to 

mind when this Blenheim entered the ring was ‘stunning’.  And then the adjectives kept 

coming as she showed off her form and movement.  She never put a foot wrong and 

everything about her appearance, structure and personality were what made me determine 

she had to be my WINNERS BITCH, BEST IN SHOW, BEST BLENHEIM 

IN SHOW, BEST AMERICAN BRED IN SHOW, BEST BRED BY 

EXHIBITOR IN SHOW 

2. CH FORESTCREEK VIVIAN, JW (Cline/Marshall) Another lovely Blenheim though 

longer cast with shorter leg than the winner.  She moves well when she feels like it. 

3. CROWNHEIR HALLELUJAH (Fadel) Rich chestnut on a pearly white background.  

Good chest development and spring of rib.  Heavy, but still feminine with good tail 

action. 



4. CH ANGEL’S PRIDE KATELYNN (Lemon/Lemon) One of the older exhibits for this 

show, solidly built blenheim with pretty eyes and paler chestnut color. 

 

 

 

 

 


